1# INTRODUCTION
Invariant theory of finite groups is a subject which has a large variety of applications, but also displays many open questions. This applies in particular to the modular case, where the characteristic of the ground field divides the group order. Consequently, much of the recent research activity went into this area; see [Benson 1993; Smith 1997] and the references there. For a general introduction into the invariant theory of finite groups we refer the reader to the survey [Stanley 1979] , or the book [Smith 1995] , which gives a problem-oriented presentation.
Research in invariant theory (and, in fact, many other areas of mathematics as well) greatly benefits from the availability of examples. Examples provide a means to gain experience and understanding, to find or test conjectures, search for interesting (counter-)examples, and sometimes to prove results. In invariant theory, new algorithms and the emergence of faster computers have made it possible to study problems in a way that would be impossible by hand calculations and ad hoc methods. In fact, the computational aspects of invariant theory have recently enjoyed considerable interest in their own right (as is documented in [Sturmfels 1993 ] and many more recent papers such as [Derksen and Kraft 1997; Kemper 1998] [Kemper and Steel 1999] . We used the Sun functions. After a search has been done, the examcomputers at the IWR in Heidelberg. Currently the pies which meet the search criterion can be loaded database contains 5922 examples, almost all moduinto Magma or Maple, respectively, for closer exlar, and takes about 100 Mbytes of storage space.
amination. In the following section we present an The database runs with Unix operating systems.
example session which shows how this works. What More specifically, we have tested the database with made it easier for us to abandon the idea of using Linux and Solaris operating systems. standard database software is the fact that we are The software is freely available; see Electronic dealing with a relatively small number of items, but Availability at the end of this article.
the data stored for each item is quite large. We ask users to quote this paper when they write articles on research which involved the database.
Incomplete Data A further problem that we had to find a way to ,.
• i j r be out of reach. We also used an algorithm from is violated (i.e., the maximal degree of a gener- 
Macaulay property, and the Gorenstem property of or of a group whicn is conjugate to it. ,, ± . ,,, , . the invariant ring, although in many cases not even It should be clear from these examples that there a set of primary invariants is known. We did not is no way to define a fixed catalogue of criteria for want to exclude such examples from the database, which users can search the database. Therefore it As a consequence, the retrieval functions have to be seemed impossible to us to implement our retrieval able to deal with incomplete information. For exfunctions within some standard database program.
ample, a search function supplied by a user might In fact, the only practical way how such criteria can ask something about secondary invariants. Such a be formulated in a language understandable to a search function, when applied to a ring where the computer is within some computer algebra system. secondary invariants are not known, should not reMoreover, a user should be able to manipulate the turn "true" or "false", but "unknown". This feature data retrieved from the database and not just look was especially hard to implement in Magma, where at it. Therefore we have decided to base our rethere is no traperror mechanism, trieval functions on the computer algebra systems Magma and Maple. There is the choice to use eiComputational Difficulty ther one of these systems (which of course must be The computational difficulty also led to some probavailable). We provide access functions that take a lems in the creation of the database. us, we chose to implement a technique for dynamf al86j or could not be evaIuated) respectively. Thus ically determining the required information. More we have found exactly one invariant ring of a group precisely, information that is found to be missing for conjugate to G . Every i nvarian t r i ng is identified by the evaluation of the search function on some ring is a unique integer) itg Examp i e iD. These ExamplelD's reloaded for this ring, and then included into the list are ligted in TF) and " So fer> no invariant ring has of necessary information for subsequent evaluations been loaded into Magma . We i oad the one we are of the search function.
interested in now, and look at some of its properties. We believe that the specific difficulties we encountered in this project generalize to many other math-> R : = Requestlnvariants (T [1] ) ; ematical databases, and we hope that the concepts > DegreePrimaries(R); we developed will also be applicable in other con-C 
